How to Microsoft Fonts on Manjaro 21 Linux - LinuxCapable

Most Linux Distributions use open-source fonts to substitute Microsoft’s iconic typefaces like Arial, Courier New, and Times. Red Hat created the Liberation family to replace these similar-looking but different sizes? all you have to do is select your preferred font when editing documents so that they?ll be readable without any disruptions!

In the following tutorial, you will learn how to install Microsoft Core Fonts on Manjaro 21 Linux. The tutorial will use the yay AUR helper, ideally most users may be using some wrapper for Pacman, for new users, it is essential to install one to keep your packages up-to-date while you learn Arch/Manjaro.

How to Zoom Client on Manjaro 21 Linux - LinuxCapable

Zoom is a communications technology platform that provides videotelephony and real-time online chat services through the cloud. It?s used for everything from teleconferencing to distance education. Still, its most widespread application may be an effective way of communicating between employees geographically located far away from one another.

In the following tutorial, you will learn how to install Zoom Video Conference Client on Manjaro 21 Linux. The tutorial will use the yay AUR helper, ideally most users may be using some wrapper for Pacman, for new users, it is essential to install one to keep your packages up-to-date while you learn Arch/Manjaro.

Install Wine 7.3 On Ubuntu 21.10 / 20.04 & Linux Mint | Tips On UNIX
Winehq Team released its new Development version 7.3

This tutorial will be helpful for beginners to install wine 7.3 on Ubuntu 20.04 LTS, Ubuntu 21.10, and Linux Mint 20.3.

Vectorization How To | Inkscape [5]

This is the 8th part of Inkscape for Students the Series. After we had learned about Cropping in the previous part, now we will learn about vectorization, also known as tracing or simply redrawing. We will practice through examples of the two of vectorization methods, automatic and manual. Now let's start practicing.
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